


New Age Order Picking Carts are designed to improve efficiency, when used with an 
order selector within distribution centers. The cart is made from aluminum, reducing 
the weight of the product by 1/3 when compared to traditional steel carts. The shelves 
are easy to adjust, in order to fit the needs of companies that offer a wide variety of 
products in various sizes. 
 
The enhancement of quick change, angled, and adjustable shelving saves 
time and improves utilization capabilities in comparison to other picking 
carts that are constructed with solid welding, making them unable to 
transform to meet more than one, predetermined capacity.  This is why  
New Age Order Picking Carts are the preferred piece of equipment among 
distribution centers. Not only is it lightweight and easier to use, but it is more 
adaptable to fit changing needs and applications.

Shelves have a locking pin securing
them in place.

Reinforced shelves with screw lock 
adjustment.

Our Order Picking Carts are constructed of heavy duty, lightweight aluminum;  
Minimizing user fatigue and guaranteed to never rust or corrode. 
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Standard Order Picking Carts   
 - Lighter and easier to maneuver.

Watch A Brief
Product Demo

https://youtu.be/I1W72WSs1m4


“Don’t Compromise...Customize.”

The additional ability of customization of the design and features has taken  
New Age Order Picking Carts to a new level of innovation over traditional  
order fulfillment equipment.

The adaptability of the New Age Order Picking Carts, through their advanced 
design upgrades, has made them an in-demand piece of equipment for order 
pickers in warehouses worldwide.

Take it to the NEXT LEVEL
With New Age CUSTOMIZATION.

Towable
• Drop down tow hook.
• Floor brake.

Removable Shelves
• Flip shelves up, out of the way  
 or remove them completely.
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DWG50854

Customer Customized
 • Folding side panels.
 •  Retractable shelf.
 • Hanging bars.
 •  Peg base.

DWG51681R

https://www.newageindustrial.com/customQuote.php


Take your order picking  system to the NEXT LEVEL.
Start today by filling out a Custom Item Request Form.
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https://www.newageindustrial.com/customQuote.php

